1981 Coaches All-AAA
P – Lynne Mori, Washington; Gemma Pasco, Wilson
C – Melissa Martinez, McAteer
IF – Alma Guerrero, Lowell; Lori McLoughlin, Washington; Lynne Fujimoto, Washington; Rhonda Newt, Wilson; Yvonne Gage, McAteer
OF – Dana Falk, Lowell; Leisa Freeman, McAteer; Brenda Craig, McAteer; Kathleen Maruoka, Washington; Bridgette Goodman, Wilson
DH – Candace Washington, Wilson

1982 Coaches All-AAA
P – Cathy Kellington, Lincoln; Gemma Pasco, Wilson
C – Francine Crittendon, Lowell; Melissa Martinez, McAteer
IF – Sarah Hudson, Lowell; Lynne Fujimoto, Washington; Melinea Melson, Wilson; Bridgette Goodman, Wilson; Rhonda Newt, Wilson
OF – Dana Falk, Lowell; Brenda Craig, McAteer; Ann Veneciano, Washington; Kathleen Maruoka, Washington; Yvette Cole, Wilson

1983 Coaches All-AAA
P – Cathy Kellington, Lincoln; Lynne Mori, Washington
C – Francine Crittendon, Lowell; Melissa Martinez, McAteer; Kathleen Maruoka, Washington
IF – Sarah Hudson, Lowell; Lisa Zuniga, O’Connell; Lynne Fujimoto, Washington; Bridgette Goodman, Wilson
OF – Dana Falk, Lowell; Kate Quillman, McAteer; Ann Veneciano, Washington;
UT – Shonda Rush, Washington; Candace Washington, Wilson; Antoinette Bolds, Wilson; Sala Fale, Wilson

1984 Coaches All-AAA
P – Michelle Wong, Lincoln; Erika Ramirez, Mission; Carolyn Le, Lowell
C – Bessie Chao, Lincoln
IF – Mikka Kelly, Galileo; Allison Gaffney, Lincoln; Miriam Villacampa, Lowell; Sharon Choy, Washington; Allison Kent, Washington; Jamie Redd, Wilson
OF – Minasha Demarta, Mission

1996 Coaches All-AAA (6-15)
P – Eileen Filio, McAteer; Hien Vo, Lowell
C – Mary Paxton, Washington
IF – Laura Miller, Lincoln; Sharon Choy, Washington; Mariam Villaampa, Lowell; Becky Poon, Burton
OF – Sherie Coleman, Galileo; Fanni Li, Lowell; Michelle Wong, Lincoln
UT – Bessie Chao, Lincoln

1997 Coaches All-AAA (6-20)
P – Loni Wong, Lowell; Kim Donohoe, Washington
C – Mary Paxton, Washington
IF – Martha Faga, Balboa; Margaret Creer, Galileo; Laura Miller, Lincoln; Jenny Fong, Lowell; Kitty Yeung, Lowell;
Anna Logoleo, Washington
OF – Mindy Khoupangna, Galileo; Meske Birru, ISA; Markisha Tindall, Galileo; Sharon Choy, Washington

1998 Coaches All-AAA (6-20)
P – Brigette Julian, Burton; Margaret Creet, ISA; Loni Wong, Lowell; Briana Stockton, Washington
C – Jenny Fung, Lowell
IF – Kristin Wong, Lowell; Melissa Fong, Washington; Anna Longelo, Washington; Michelle Wong, Washington
OF – Meskerem Birru, ISA; Rachel Jones, Lincoln; Stephanie Hsiung, Lowell

Thanks to BASS and John Spalding for contributing to this list